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Early adolescents and also many adults have difficulty with proportional reasoning. [1] Difficulty is influenced by the problem format,

the particular numbers in the problem, the types of ratios used, and the problem situation. [2] Middle-school students can solve

problems in proportions that involve simple numbers and simple wordings. [3] Middle-school students have trouble with more difficult
numerical values or problem contexts. Problems using 2:1 ratios are easier than problems using n:1 ratios, and can be solved by

elementary-school children. [4] Problems using n:1 ratios are easier than problems using other integer ratios (e.g., 6/2) which in turn

are easier than problems using non-integer ratios (e.g., 6/4). [5] Different ratio types (e.g., speed, exchange, mixture) appear to give

more or less difficulty. For example, speed problems appear to be more difficult than exchange problems. [6] And these difficulties
compound one another. Unfamiliarity with the problem situation causes even more difficulty when it occurs with a difficult ratio type.
[7]
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